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Abstract. 1 Graph streams have been studied extensively, such as for data mining, while fairly limitedly for visualizations. Recently, edge bundling promises to
diminish visual clutter in large graph visualizations, though mainly focusing on
static graphs.
This paper presents a new framework, namely StreamEB, for edge bundling of
graph streams, which integrates temporal, neighbourhood, data-driven and spatial
compatibility for edges. Amongst these metrics, temporal and neighbourhood
compatibility are introduced for the first time. We then present force-directed and
tree-based methods for stream edge bundling. The effectiveness of our framework
is then demonstrated using US flights data and Thompson-Reuters stock data.

1 Introduction
Data streaming has become ubiquitous and graph streaming is increasingly popular. The
streaming model permits processing large graph structure data produced from modern
applications, such as, social communication networks like Facebook and Twitter, airline
monitoring and stock market surveillance systems. In graph streams, individual edges
of the underlying graphs arrive sequentially in a stream and thus any computation on the
stream consumes a relatively small amount of memory. A vast number of graph stream
algorithms exist, for example, ranging from social network metrics, to node clustering
of multi-dimensional data [4, 5, 25].
However, a comparatively tiny number of works have focused on visualization of
graph streams [3, 8, 11, 13, 29]. Stream graph visualization differs from traditional dynamic graph visualization in that: (a) the size of graph streams can be very huge, which
typically involve a long time dimension; (b) the data comes in incrementally as a stream
and possibly in considerably high speed; (c) the entire graph is not always available in
streaming context; and (d) the response time may be a relevant factor to design visualization methods.
Edge bundling becomes popular in Graph Drawing and Information Visualization
communities to diminish visual clutter for high-level edge patterns [12, 17–19, 19–21].
Most edge bundling methods, however, have focused on static graphs.
In this paper, we initiate the study of stream edge bundling, to support visual temporal analysis for the changes in topology of the graphs over time. Our research is based on
a premise that the edge connection patterns may change fairly fast, but “edge bundles”
should change much slower. The main goal is an exploration of how edge bundling
can help reduce visual clutter in graph stream visualizations, to assist the key tasks of
community detection and change detection in the underlying network.
⋆
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We present a new framework, namely StreamEB, which is the first work that addresses edge bundling for graph streams. Our research also addresses flexibility (e.g.,
adaptive to user inputs at runtime) of methods to extract high-level patterns in graph
streams. Our framework integrates several compatibility measures such as temporal,
neighborhood, data-driven and spatial compatibility for stream bundling. For these
metrics, temporal compatibility and neighborhood compatibility are introduced for the
first time, whereas the other compatibility metrics are carefully adapted for graph streams.
We then present two bundling methods, called FStreamEB (Force-directed stream edge
bundling) and TStreamEB (Tree-based stream edge bundling).
We evaluate our framework using US flights data and Reuters stock data to show effectiveness to support various stream mining tasks. The main aim is the comprehension
of the massive relational time series, dynamically generated from financial activities
and flight monitoring activities. More specifically, we show how our framework can be
used in the following scenarios:
– identifying important actors and groups of closely related actors, and
– locating time-varying (abnormal) patterns.

2 Related work
2.1

Stream Algorithms

Streaming research has extensively studied for graph problems [15], such as distance
and connectivity estimation. Node clustering determines groups of nodes based on the
density of linkage behavior; e.g., graph-partitioning, minimum-cut and dense subgraph
determination.
Window-processing [7] is one of the most common techniques, which extracts windows from the stream the last data stream elements. Such extraction can be sequencebased (i.e., a given number of tuples) or time-based (i.e., all the tuples which occur
during a given time interval).
2.2

Dynamic graph visualization

The previous research in Graph Visualization has fairly focused on a (a set of) static
graph(s) of relatively modest size. A comparatively small number of works have focused on visualization of graph streams [3, 8, 11, 13, 29]. Visualization of graph streams
is harder due to the dynamics of the streams.
For dynamic graphs, it is critical to be able to see the statistical trends and changes
over time, while preserving user’s mental map [22]. The most common techniques for
representing temporal data are via animation and the “small multiples” display.
The broad challenges in dynamic graph visualization are often involved in the control between readability and stability (see a recent survey [10]), and the visual clutter
often incurred in the visualizations.
2.3

Edge bundling

Edge bundling has been quite successful in reducing clutter and has been extensively
studied including hierarchical edge bundling [18], geometry-based edge clustering [12,
18, 21, 30], force-directed edge bundling [19, 20, 24, 27] and multi-level agglomative
edge bundling [16]. However, most existing bundling techniques are not concerned with
dynamic graphs “directly”. There is an isolated study in [9] applying force-directed
edge bundling method [19] to yearly migration graphs and then displaying the bundled
results in small multiples for analysis of the US migration flows over year. Another

work proposes the use of edge bundling in a so-called 1.5D visualization [28]; a limited
number of time-data points are centered of the proposed metaphor and edges of the
same time are routed via the time nodes.
Hierarchical edge bundling(HEB) [18] draws edges along the associated paths in a
hierarchy. Intuitively, HEB uses a “single step” interpolation of individual edges w.r.t.
the “backbone” tree as a compatibility between pairs of edges. This single interpolation
can be expressed as inter(ctrl(ei ), ei , β), where ctrl(ei ) is the set of control points of
an edge ei , and inter(S, ei , β) denotes the set of interpolation points of a point set S
with respect to ei and a bundling strength factor β ∈ [0, 1].
Force-directed Edge Bundling (FDEB) [19] uses a force-directed method to position
(l)
the control points on each edge. For a subdivision point ei on edge ei , the total force
(l)
(l−1)
Fe(l) exerted on ei is a sum of the two spring forces exerted by two neighbors ei
i

(l+1)

and ei

, and the total of electrostatic forces Fs :
Fe(l) = ke (|pe(l−1) − pe(l) | + |pe(l) − pe(l+1) |) + Fs
i
i
i
i
i
X
Fs =
S(ei , ej ) ∗ |pe(l) − pe(l) |−d ,
ej ∈C (ei )

i

(1)
(2)

j

where ke is the stiffness of the edges, C (ei ) is the set of compatible edges of ei ; and
S(ei , ej ) is the spatial compatibility for a pair of edges ei and ej .
Several works adapted FDEB for different bundling criteria in various application
domains [20, 24, 27].

3 StreamEB Framework
3.1

Problem Definition and Notation

A graph stream has an underlying graph G=(V ,E), where V is the vertex set and E is
the edge set of G. The graph stream is a sequence of elements (e0 , e1 , . . . , ei , . . . ).
Each element ei has a general form of (xi , yi , ti , [di ], a1i , . . . , am
i ), where:
– (xi , yi ) is a directed edge encountered at the time-stamp ti , where xi , yi ∈ V .
– di is the duration associated with the edge (xi , yi ) at time ti . The edge ei exists from
time ti to time ti + di unless a new edge of the same nodes (xi , yi ) arrives at time tj
such that tj < ti + di . In some applications di is not well-defined.
j
– each incoming streamed edge has multiple attributes a1i , . . . , am
i , where ai denotes
the j-th attribute associated with the edge (xi , yi ) at time ti .
An edge (xi , yi ) may appear multiple times at different timestamps, but no edge
occurs multiple times at any one timestamp. There is no self-loop edge. At a single
timestamp, multiple edges may occur.
To process a long stream, the sliding window is commonly used to select more
recent elements. Two types of sliding windows are:
(S)

– A sequence-based window GW (n) consists of W most recent data elements from
max(0,n-W +1)-th to the n-th data elements.
(T )

– A time-based window GW (ti ) at time ti consists of data elements arriving within
the last W time units, with timestamps from t= max(0, ti -W +1) to ti .
Our methods are insensitive to whether the sliding windows are sequence-based or timebased. We simply use Wi to denote the current window of some size W .

Fig. 1: Stream Bundling Pipeline
3.2

General Model for Stream Bundling

Fig. 1 depicts the general stream bundling pipeline and our StreamEB framework.
– Data Input includes the main input source (Stream Data) of a sequence of tuples
(xi , yi , ti , di , a1i , . . . , am
i ), and an optional input (Input Geometry) giving (reference)
locations for the graph vertices.
– StreamEB framework consists of several modules. The Mapping module may take
optional Input Geometry and/or use a graph layout algorithm to compute node placement. Central is the Routing module, which takes the Geometric Data and performs
Edge Bundling for streams. The bundling process may provide feedback for the node
placement to better cope with changes in graph streams and user inputs.
– User Input includes user interactions to support analytic tasks. The interactions include, for example, selecting sliding window types, selecting layout algorithms, tuning parameters for bundling, zooming the bundled visualizations, and highlighting
stream elements.
– Output contains final bundled images generated by the Rendering.
3.3

Aggregating compatibility

The aggregateQcompatibility value is typically addressed in a so-called multiplicative
model: C =
1..k Ci in a number of works [19, 20, 24, 27]. However, for stream
bundling we propose several alternatives for aggregating compatibilities:
Q
– generalised multiplicative model defines C = 1..k Ciαi ,
P
– linear model defines C = 1..k αi Ci , and
– hybrid model combines the above models,
where the parameters αi can be adjusted at runtime to scale Ci ’s for analysis needs.
One can use (generalised) multiplicative model for closely-related metrics (e.g., the
spatial compatibilities Angle-Scale-Position-Visibility [19]), whilst linear model is for
independent metrics.
3.4

Compatibility metrics

This section defines several compatibility measures for a pair of stream elements ei and
ej in the current active window Wi .
Temporal compatibility We introduce a new measure, namely “temporal compatibility” for stream elements. Temporal compatibility T (ei , ej ) is defined from the temporal
information of the edges and thus is independent of spatial compatibility. The following
measures of temporal compatibility are defined based on the timestamps ti and durations di of the streamed edges.

– Timestamp compatibility takes the timestamps of edges into account. This timestamp
compatibility TT (ei , ej ) aims to avoid bundling edges that have huge difference in
timestamps. Often one prefers to analyze edges of similar ages.
– Duration compatibility is another new measure concerning the time interval a element may last. The duration compatibility TD (ei , ej ) avoids bundling a long-lasting
element with a short-lasting element. The intuition is that short-lasting stream may
be expired in a couple of windows; and thus bundling a long-lasting one with a shortlasting one may not preserve the mental map.
– Endtime compatibility The dual of a start time (given by the timestamp) is the end
time of a stream element. Sometimes one is more interested in how close when stream
elements end rather than when they start or last. For instance, one analytic task may
need to cluster the flights of similar arrival times to arrange facilities and public
transports.
– Time-overlapping compatibility In some cases, one may be more interested in the
amount of time overlap between two edges. For instance, one can determine the
crash-potential of flights from the amount of time overlap between the flights. As
such, edge bundling prefers to bundle edges if their time-intervals [ti , ti + di ] and
[tj , tj + dj ] have a large overlap and not to bundle otherwise. Let o(ei , ej ) denote the
overlap between two edges.
The timestamp compatibility TT (ei , ej ), the duration compatibility TD (ei , ej ), the
endtime compatibility TE (ei , ej ) and time-overlapping compatibility TO (ei , ej ) can be
defined as:
TT (ei , ej ) = f (|ti − tj |)
(3)
TD (ei , ej ) = f (|di − dj |)
(4)
TE (ei , ej ) = f (|ti + di − tj − dj |)
(5)
TO (ei , ej ) = f (o(ei , ej )),
(6)
where f (x) is a continuous and decreasing function: [0,+∞) → [0,1]; for example,
(1 + x)−1 or (1 + log(1 + x))−1 .
The final temporal compatibility T (ei , ej ) is defined in a general form as:
α2
T (ei , ej ) = TTα1 (ei , ej ) · TD
(ei , ej ) · TEα3 (ei , ej ) · TOα4 (ei , ej ),
(7)
for some parameters α1 , α2 , α3 and α4 .
The durations are quite important in some applications such as flight scheduling,
while are less so in other applications such as stock trading (i.e., trades are never expired
generally, and only a few cases trades can get cancelled). In the absence of durations
di , temporal compatibility T (ei , ej ) can be simply expressed in terms of timestamp
compatibility TT (ei , ej ) only.
Neighbourhood compatibility is a measure of the causal relation between neighboring edges; for instance, one delayed flight may (directly) result in other delayed
flight(s); or one stock trade may affect the other stock trades. The neighbourhood proximity N (ei , ej ) is defined by some path-related distance function d(ei , ej ) between ei
and ej . Often, one is interested in bundling edges when such a distance is small.
– Ego-centric compatibility An ego-network ego(xi ) of a node xi contains xi , xi ’s
neighbors (so-called “alters”), and the induced edges. We define the ego-network of
an edge ei =(xi , xj ) as the union of ego(xi ) and ego(xj ).
Our ego-centric compatibility E(ei , ej ) avoids bundling edges ei and ej that belong
to different local communities or have few common neighbors. The ego-centric com-

patibility can be defined as: NE (ei , ej ) = f (dE (ei , ej )), where dE (ei , ej ) is the intersection of the ego-networks of each edge, and f (x) is a continuous and decreasing
function: f (x) ∈ [0,1], for all x ≥ 0.
– Trace compatibility is a measure to avoid bundling edges that are very far to reach
each other. The trace compatibility T (ei , ej ) is based on dT (ei , ej ) - the smallest
value of graph theoretic distances between one end of ei to one end of ej . This metric
is similar to connectivity compatibility proposed by Selassie et. al [27], which tries to
avoid bundling edges in different disconnected components in static graphs.
For tracing, one is often interested in cases with a small value of dT (ei , ej ) (≤ 2). An
example formula for trace compatibility is defined as: NT (ei , ej ) = f (dT (ei , ej )),
where f (x) is a continuous and decreasing function: [0,+∞) → [0,1].
Thus, the neighbourhood compatibility can be defined from the ego-compatibility
and the trace compatibility.
N (ei , ej ) = NEα1 (ei , ej ) · NTα2 (ei , ej ),

(8)

for some α1 and α2 . A common usecase may involve either the ego-compatibility or
the trace compatibility.
Spatial compatibility aims to avoid bundling edges that are very diverse in length, distance, visibility and crossing angles [19]. Spatial compatibility has still been intensively
studied but mainly for edge bundling of static graphs [20, 24, 27]. Here we extend the
notion to denote the spatial compatibility S(ei , ej ) of a pair of stream elements.
Data-driven compatibility We extend the semantic compatibility [20] which was pro0
m
posed for static graphs, to apply for graph streams. Let ha0i , . . . , am
i i and haj , . . . , aj i
denote the two data vectors of the edges ei and ej . This data-driven metric D(ei , ej )
determines the similarity of a pair of multi-attributed streamed edges as the similarity/dissimilarity between the two vectors.
3.5

Aggregate compatibility

The final compatibility C(ei , ej ) between two edges is the aggregate value of temporal,
neighbourhood, spatial and data-driven compatibility metrics:
C(ei , ej ) =ηS · S(ei , ej ) + ηT · T (ei , ej ) + ηD · D(ei , ej ) + ηN · N (ei , ej ), (9)
for some parameters ηS , ηT , ηD , ηN in [0, 1] and ηS + ηT + ηD + ηN =1.

4 Stream Bundling Algorithms
There are two approaches to compute bundled layout of the current window Wi (see annotations in Section 3.1). The first approach does local updates on the bundled result of
the previous window with respect to the recent changes. The second approach considers
Wi globally rather than just the recent changes. The former is faster but could lead to
results in which edges have swinging effects. Thus, we focus on the latter approach.
Our StreamEB framework bundles graph streams by integration of the compatibility measures introduced in previous section. We introduce specific methods that
realizes the StreamEB framework: Force-directed stream bundling (FStreamEB) and
Tree-based stream bundling (TStreamEB).
4.1

FStreamEB: Force-directed stream bundling

Our FStreamEB inserts control points into stream edges and applies a spring algorithm for those control points with respect to the aggregate compatibility between pair

of stream edges. Three variations of the force-directed edge bundling method are proposed: a simple extension of FDEB [19] (S-StreamEB), an integration of dynamic mapping (e.g., Force Layout) with stream bundling (F-FStreamEB), and a version optimized
for static geometry (G-FStreamEB).
S-FStreamEB (Simple version of FStreamEB) A simple version of our FStreamEB
model extends FDEB [19] by integrating new stream compatibility measures. For a
(l)
subdivision point ei on edge ei , the electrostatic force model of our model is
X
Fs =
C(ei , ej ) ∗ g(|pe(l) − pe(l) |,
(10)
i

ej ∈C (ei )

j

where C(ei , ej ) is the aggregate of spatial, temporal, data-driven and neighbourhood
compatibility measures; C (e) is the set of compatible edges of e; and g is a function of
|pe(l) − |pe(l) |; for example, g = |pe(l) − |pe(l) |−d of a constant d.
i

j

i

j

F-FStreamEB (FStreamEB with Dynamic Layout) A more general model of FStreamEB
integrates a dynamic layout (Mapping) with force-directed bundling (Routing). In particular, we integrate force-directed algorithm for dynamic layout.
The general force model of our F-FStreamEB extends the classical force-directed
methods [14] and the force on a node x is a combination of forces as follows:
F = Fspring + Frepusion + Fexternal + Fbundle ,
(11)
where:
– Fspring is the spring force between each vertex and its neighbors
– Frepusion is the repulsion force between nodes, and
– Fexternal is the force from other sources. In our model, Fexternal includes the gravity
force, the magnetic force and the anchoring
Pforce. Specifically, the anchoring force
for a node x is defined as: Fanchor (x) = x∈|V| ka |qx − px |, where qx is the preferred location of node x, and ka is the anchoring force strength.
– Fbundle is a new type of force exerted by the related bundles. This bundle-aware
force Fbundle provides feedbacks of bundling results to the node placement (depicted
in Figure 1). The Fbundle of a node x can be defined as:
X
X
Fbundle (x) =
ke |pe(0) − px |) +
ke |px − pe(P −1) |,
(12)
ei ∈Nout (u)

i

ei ∈Nin (x)

i

where Nin (x) and Nout (x) are the in-neighbors and out-neighbors of x, and ke is
the stiffness of the edges.
G-FStreamEB (FStreamEB with Static Geometry) is the third variant that aims to
reduce computational costs for stream bundling of the domains in which spatial information of nodes are unchanged. This approach precomputes all compatible edges for
each edge and compatibility values for every pair of edges in an “offline” step, which is
taken once prior to the streaming. The computed offline information helps to avoid redundant computations (spatial compatibility and compatible edge sets) in “online” step
in which data streams are processed on-the-fly.
4.2

TStreamEB: Tree-based stream bundling

We also introduce a new stream bundling method that extends HEB [18]. The key idea
of our TStreamEB is a double-interpolation process which takes the aggregate compatibility C(ei , ej ) between a pair of edges into account. The first interpolation is the same
as the interpolation in HEB. The second interpolation inter(P, ej , βij ) where inter

can be defined in Section 2.3, where βij = γ.β · C(ei , ej ), and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the second
bundling strength.
Our TStreamEB is not restricted to any specific type of tree structure, which may
be part of the input given from the application domain, or may be from hierarchical
clustering algorithms.
4.3

Time Complexity

The computation of the compatibility between all pairs of edges requires Ω(M 2 ) time,
where M =|Ei | is the number of edges in the current graph Wi . S-FStreamEB takes
O(IM 2 P ) time at every timestep, where I is the number of iterations, and P is the number of control points per edge. For F-FStreamEB, the anchor forces need O(N ) time
and the bundle-aware forces at the last iteration require O(M 2 ) time. For TStreamEB,
the double-interpolation takes O(M 2 P ) time, where P is the average number of control
points per edge; the hierarchy requires O(N ) time, where N is the number of nodes.

5 Experimental Results
We have implemented a prototype of our StreamEB framework based on GEOMI visualization framework [6]. In most experiments, we set the default values of compatibility
parameters to ηS = 0.7, ηT = 0.1, ηN = 0.1, ηD = 0.1. For TStreamEB, we simply use a
geometric clustering – a Quad tree decomposition implementation in FADE [26], as our
studies are not involved in hierarchical data.

(a) S-FStreamEB of 5000-second windows

(b) TStreamEB of sequence-based (W=160) windows

Fig. 2: US Flight delays before and after the 11-Sep-2001 attacks. Visualization of using
S-FStreamEB and TStreamEB

5.1

Visual analysis on US flights data

Common analytic tasks include identifying the airports and US regions that have suffered from severe delays, and correlations between geographic distances and delays.
We used US flights data [2] which contains the schedules and the actual delays of
US flights in years 1987-2008. For each year, the total number of edges range from
3149 to 5200; and the number of flights range from one to over seven millions.
We show the effect of the terrorist attacks on 11-Sep-2001, since most of the flights
had been cancelled due to the event. The effect of the attacks was significant, for instance, all flights were cancelled after 9:20am for half a day and there was a single
flight on the next day.
Analysis of flight delays Figure 2a applies S-FStreamEB on the windows taken from
8am to 9:20am, before and after the terrorist attacks on 11-Sep-2001. The figure shows
a significant drop of flights from 8am window to 8:30am window and from 9:00am
window to 9:20am window; the number of edges in each window is 741, 549, 392 and
255, respectively. It also shows that many flights actually departed earlier (red) than
scheduled in the 8am window. Then many flights were delayed (green) around 9am to
9:20am - after the final attack and before the shut-down period.
Figure 2b depicts the visualization of flights using our TStreamEB. Most flights
from 8:00am to 8:30am were within the Eastern US region. A few flights were delayed
(green-yellow), while many of them departed earlier (red-yellow).
Geographic comparison Figures 2a and 2b show that most flights from 8am to 9:20am
were within the Eastern US region.
They also show the delay distribution of the flights across US cities over time. The
figures, thus, may help with the common tasks in flight scheduling/monitoring.
Group of flights The figures show the bundles of flights that are closely related. Furthermore, it also show the evolution of connecting flights and flight delays among a
group of flights. For instance, a small group of airports in the Middle-South region of
US, which had many flights earlier than the schedule at 8am, got delayed from 8:30am
onward.

Fig. 3: Visualization of the dataset V using MDS and S-FStreamEB: sequence-based
sliding window W =160.
5.2

Visual analysis on trading data

The most common tasks include, for example, determining frequent traders, frequent
trading pairs, and groups of traders that have similar trading behaviours. By examining
those aspects, it helps to answer sophisticated questions in stock market surveillance,
such as detecting market manipulation.
We use the trading data from Thompson Reuters [1], which consists of time series
feeds of stock trades (for details, see our technical report). Four datasets were down-

Fig. 4: Visualization of the dataset V using MDS and TStreamEB. Sequence-based sliding window W =160
loaded from following equity exchanges: TSX Venture - Canada (V), Pure TradingCanada (GO), OMX Nordic Exchange - Denmark (CO) and Stockholm SE - Sweden
(ST). The total number of traders in the datasets are 93 (V), 85 (GO), 71 (CO) and 89
(ST), respectively. The total number of trading connections between traders over the
entire period are 3149, 1107, 6336, 2955; and the number of transactions are 249800,
196662, 18545932, 188488 for datasets CO, GO, ST and V respectively.
Our analysis includes overviews of the performance of traders and groups of traders
over time; and showing evolution of the money flows.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Visualization of the dataset V (a) the first few seconds of market opening, 500
seconds windows, using Circular layout and TStreamEB; (b) using F-FStreamEB: Anchoring positions from Circular Layout. Sequence-based sliding window W =160
Analysis of Trader Performance Figures 3 and 4 show how active the traders are
in terms of buying and selling. Figure 3 applies S-FStreamEB and MDS layout on the
sequence-based sliding windows W = 160. Figure 4 applies TStream with β= 1 and γ=
0.2, and MDS layout.
The total trade patterns in the dataset V at market open time is depicted in Figure 5(a). The figure applies circular layout and TStreamEB method with β= 1 and γ=
0.2. For similar analysis, Figure 5(b) applies F-FStreamEB on sliding windows W =
160 with anchoring forces that anchor vertices to a locations from a circular layout.
From the figures, the most active traders are 001, 002, 007 and 009; while most
other traders still remain inactive at the time. Some traders such as 005 and 019, traded
a moderate amount at first (few minutes), but then they traded more over time.
Analysis of Trades between Groups Figures 3 shows four groups of traders located
at the corners. The most active traders are located at top-left corner. Then second-most,
third-most and the least active traders are located at top-right corner, bottom-left corner
and bottom-right corner, respectively.

Better pictures of trading groups and their trading patterns are depicted in Figure 4.
The figure also shows that the most active group traded most frequently with the second,
the third and the least active groups in that order. Interestingly, there were less trades
between the second and the third compared to the number of trades between the second
and the least.
Analysis of Market Manipulation Figure 3 and Figure 4 show that a number of active
traders (top-left) are “frequent” traders whose the total trade volumes are fairly small.
For instance, traders 088 and 124 are fairly blue at the first 30 minutes. Whilst some
traders in the least active group had traded a large volume at the very first moment; for
instance, traders 027, 066 and 068.
These abnormal trade patterns are useful for detecting price/volume manipulations.
When combined with more specialized tools for stock analysis, these may be very useful
for replaying and confirming market manipulation cases.
5.3

Performance comparison

Figure 6 shows average runtime performance of our three force-directed variations S-,
G- and F-, and our tree-based TStreamEB. A thousand graph instances of at most nine
hundred edges were randomly extracted from graph streams of the flight dataset. We
ran each method separately and repeated experiments three times.

Fig. 6: Runtime comparisons of stream bundling methods.
The figure shows that TStreamEB is the fastest, as it requires only a single iteration.
For large graphs, the G- variant outperformed all the other variants of FStreamEB,
because G-FStreamEB avoided redundant computations of spatial compatibility and
compatible edges. The bundle-aware forces added little overheads to F-FStreamEB due
to the computation of force layout.

6 Discussions
The bundling parameters provide flexibility to adapt to analytic needs at runtime; however, they also impose some weaknesses, for instance, the number of parameters is large
and how to select “good” values for the parameters is not easy.
There is a limitation of TStreamEB, which currently uses a synthetic QuadTree
structure to guide the bundling process. It may introduce artifacts in the bundled results
and might lead to misleading interpretations.
Our future work will consider Barnes-Hut algorithm to improve time complexity of
FStreamEB to O(IM logM P ) for each step.
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